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Engaging. Inspiring. Transforming.
TRUDIE LEE

Haley Daniels – RBC Olympian
2020 Cover Athlete

Our Story
IMPACT Magazine has been providing Canadians with expert
advice on health, fitness, and sports performance since the
fall of 1991. Now in its 30th year, IMPACT is one of the longeststanding, independently owned, and most trusted magazine
brands in Canada.
From the beginning, athletes ranging from Olympians to weekend
warriors have turned to IMPACT for advice and information they
can trust and use to pursue their own fitness journeys.
As a former fitness industry professional, publisher Elaine Kupser
wanted to share relevant and credible information on health and
fitness while also providing a venue for experts and business
owners to showcase their expertise and brands. Despite the
burgeoning fitness industry, in the early 1990s, Canada did not
have any health or fitness magazines on the market. Kupser led
the way in this sector of publishing. IMPACT Magazine began
in Calgary, Alberta with just a $5,000 investment and a dream
and has now built a national network that highlights inspiring
athlete stories, offers reputable content, and presents a credible
platform where brands can confidently promote themselves.
Over the years, IMPACT has grown and expanded its reach
into Vancouver and Toronto – and beyond. The company has
created a reputation of integrity and reliability and developed
fiercely loyal readers. Its community involvement program has
supported hundreds of events, races and athletes over the
years making IMPACT a well-known and loved brand.
Today IMPACT is available to readers worldwide through
its digital platforms and online presence, but is still proudly
Canadian. More than 250,000 people read each issue of IMPACT.
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Our Brand
At IMPACT Magazine, we are passionate about health, fitness,
nutrition and sport performance. We’ve invested 30 years in
inspiring and motivating readers to forge ahead on their own
fitness journeys while creating a trusted brand with a loyal
readership for our advertisers. Using the top experts in their
fields, our stories inform and entertain readers, providing the
knowledge they need to inspire an active lifestyle.

Key Facts
SIX ISSUES PER YEAR, PRINT + DIGITAL
CONTROLLED DISTRIBUTED BI-MONTHLY

Vancouver • Calgary • Toronto
TARGETED DISTRIBUTION TO MAXIMIZE REACH

1,500+ retail locations & special events
Related to the health, fitness and sports industry

ONLINE

13,000+ digital subscribers
9,100+ monthly website users
2,500+ monthly digital edition readers

CANADA’S BEST SOURCE OF HEALTH & FITNESS INFORMATION

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2020

impactmagazine.ca

SOCIAL

The Inspiration Issue

CANADA’S BEST SOURCE OF HEALTH & FITNESS INFORMATION

impactmagazine.ca
PHILIP NDUGGA
Featured as one of Canada's
Top Fitness Trainers 2020

MARCH/APRIL 2020

DELICIOUS & HEALTHY RECIPES

+

PLANT-BASED NUTRITION

+

EXPERT TIPS & ADVICE

impactmagazine.ca
Follow us

impactmagazine.ca

Food & Nutrition

THE

Business
of Fitness
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INSPIRING ADVICE

Canadian Climber /
Olympic Qualifier
Alannah Yip

Innovating for
future success

2020 SPECIAL EDITION

23,000+ Instagram followers
8,500+ Facebook likes
5,500+ Twitter followers

2020 DIGITAL EDITION

Special Summer Edition

B E ST OF

The
Running
Issue

CANADA’S BEST SOURCE OF HEALTH & FITNESS INFORMATION

A CHANGE OF
COURSE FOR THE

MARATHONER

TREVOR
HOFBAUER
IS OLYMPIC
BOUND

RACE INDUSTRY
Exploring the challenges
events are facing as a
result of COVID-19

WORKOUTS + TRAINING PLANS
10K, Half Marathon
Marathon
PLANT-BASED NUTRITION +

+
200

POST-RUN RECIPES

100%
S OF ED
PAGE T-BAS !
PL AN NESS
GOOD

MAKE THIS SAUCE
pg. 123

Taking Care of
YOUR HEALTH
• Top 10 Foods to
Boost Immunity
• The Science of Sound
• Resilience Practices

1,000+ EVENTS
Follow us

Follow us

Sharpen Your Knife Skills

Plant-Powered Mains

Beautiful Desserts

pg. 14

pg. 106

pg. 164

Follow us
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CANADA’S BEST SOURCE OF HEALTH & FITNESS INFORMATION

MARCH/APRIL 2020

impactmagazine.ca

PRINT & DIGITAL EDITIONS

The
Running
Issue

Marketing
Solutions
• IMPACT an Active Audience
• Share your brand multiple ways to engage readers who
are always looking for the best health, fitness, nutrition and
sports performance information IMPACT has to offer. We
produce end-to-end marketing solutions.

E-NEWSLETTERS

• Brand advertising /
sponsored content
• Gear & product reviews

MARATHONER

TREVOR
HOFBAUER
IS OLYMPIC
BOUND
WORKOUTS + TRAINING PLANS
10K, Half Marathon
Marathon
PLANT-BASED NUTRITION +

POST-RUN RECIPES

• Newsletter banners / dedicated
emails

1,000+ EVENTS
Follow us

ONLINE VIA
IMPACTMAGAZINE.CA

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Boosted posts
• Custom contests
• Instagram Live take-overs

• Leaderboard & box
ad banners
• Expanded sponsored
content articles

BRAND EXTENSIONS
SPONSORED CONTENT
• Feature story in print and/
or online and social media

ADVERTISING FEATURE
• Fitness Studio & Health
Club Guide
• RACE SOURCE GUIDE,
Top Docs & Medical
Champions
Liked by fitguy1959 and others

• Canada’s Top Fitness Trainers
& Instructors
• SWEAT ACROSS CANADA
• Instagram Live with IMPACT Magazine
• Fitness & Sports Industry Resilience
Awards

SUPPORT CANADIAN

BALANCE

CUSTOM PUBLISHING
A S C E NT H E A LTH
& S P O R T TH E R A PY

Ascent Health
& Sport Therapy

1904 - 20 Avenue NW
Calgary, AB T2M 1H5
403.764.1200
www.ascent.health
@ascent_health
@ascenthealthandsporttherapy

Empowering resilient lives that conquer mountains
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ricki Fisher, Clinic Owner; Dr. Scott Fisher, DC, Clinic Owner;
Additional Ascent practitioners include: Dr. Roger Menta, DC; Dr, Ryan Boyd, DC; Dr Zach Morcom, DC; Helen Lo, PT; Jessie Dalton, PT;
Chelsea Darrach, PT; Hamilton Cordeiro, RMT; Samantha March, RMT; Kristine Karlsen, RMT

W

delivered, is part of the tailored plan.
“We believe people are affected by

“Our approach is a break from the status
quo of traditional physio and chiropractic

patients at Ascent Health & Sport
Therapy as a motivational approach to help

the physical space around them,” says
administrative director, Ricki Fisher. Every

treatment. We focus a lot on movement and
active care. Yes, we make people feel better

them identify and achieve their goals.
Regardless of their age or specific
objective – whether it is to get rid of pain,
improve mobility or, literally, climb a mountain
– the /Ascent /Approach is the same.

hat’s your mountain? It’s a
figurative question posed to

detail of the northwest boutique sports
therapy clinic is designed to create a highend and welcoming experience.
“From the moment patients are trying to
book to the moment they are leaving, we

and get out of pain but more importantly we
give them the tools they can incorporate into
their own routines to help build injury and
lifestyle resiliency. We don’t just get them
back to where they were but give them the

“Patients are putting a lot of trust in us
and we want to make sure what we are

want it to be a well-curated experience.” A
diverse team, which includes chiropractors,

tools to progress and become stronger.”
Ascent also specializes in concussion

providing them is both comprehensive and
the best (care) possible,” Ascent’s clinical
director, Dr. Scott Fisher says.

massage therapists, physiotherapists and
on-site strength and conditioning coaches,
guides patients through and beyond issues

management, pelvic health and
Functional Range Systems, and is home
to one of Calgary's few Sports Specialist

Fisher says Ascent breaks the mould
when it comes to treatment. Appointments

which brought them to Ascent.
“People typically come in because there

Chiropractors, Dr. Roger Menta.
Sky-high expectations? No problem, the

are longer than industry standard and
every aspect of care, including where it is

is an injury or pain that is keeping them from
doing what they want to do,” says Scott Fisher.

team of experts at Ascent wants to meet
and exceed them.

Sponsored Content Feature

• Publications, marketing
& sales tools
• Inserts, bind-ins, tip-ons,
blow-ins, sampling

ACTIVE OFFICE

& MOVEMENT

FOR LIFE
Est. 1985

TRAINING & ATHLETICS

Born & Raised in the Canadian Rockies

INJURY & PREVENTION
PROUDLY CANADIAN

Pro Fitter Ski Trainer
...its still awesome!!!

FAMILY FITNESS

Order Today!
1.800.fitter1

RACE GUIDEwww.fitter1.com
Canada

2021

MAY 26, 2019

Top Doctors & Medical Champions – November 2020 57

Watch along on IMPACT Magazine’s Instagram
@impactmagcanada as Nick prepares three Naughty
& Nice Cocktails, made with VIVEAU @drinkviveau
fresh pressed fruit + sparkling mineral water, Tito’s
Handmade Vodka @titosvodka and mixed with
KitchenAid’s Cordless Food Chopper @kitchenaid_ca!
#impactmagazine #impactmagazinecanada #recipe
#nutrition #foodie #instafood #fresh #healthyeating
#delicious #healthylife #healthy #homemade #vegan
#plantbased #vegetarian #kitchenaid #titosvodka
#drinkvivieau
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AFFILIATE MARKETING
• Product placement
and e-commerce
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Our Demographics
Who reads IMPACT Magazine?
IMPACT readers are highly educated, have generous household
incomes and are active in several sports. Our readers are loyal to
our brand with 49% reading the magazine for 10 or more years.

OUR READERS ARE…

59% Female, 41% Male
AGES

I am a three-time Olympian
(retired now) and am proud
of this Canadian magazine.
I appreciate what you are doing
with the sport community!
- V E R O N I K A B AU E R (Canadian Freestyle Skiier)

25 – 34 (21%); 34 – 44 (31%); 45 – 54 (27%);
55 – 64 (17%); Below 25 or over 65 (4%)

EDUCATION

62% Bachelor’s degree or higher
HOUSEHOLD INCOME

SPORT / ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION

58% 100K and over

Running

SPENDING HABITS

Weight Training

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

83%
80%
79%
75%
70%
45%
45%
28%
20%

Use natural health products (vitamins, supplements)
Own one property
Use sport supplement products
Purchase at least two pairs of running shoes/year
Shop at health food stores
Spend over $1,500 on travel/year
Spend over $500 on fitness apparel/gear per year
Are considering buying a new vehicle within a year
Are considering buying a new home within a year

2021 Media Kit

87%
68%
66%

Yoga/Pilates

61%

Road Cycling

58%

Swimming
Fitness Classes
Skiing/Snowboarding
Water Sports

55%
51%
45%
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100% Plant-based
IMPACT Magazine is proud to only feature 100% plant-based food
and nutrition content. With the help of our expert contributors,
and solid research-based, responsible editorial, we believe
presenting the healthiest options for our readers is the most
powerful pathway to good health, improved fitness, recovery,
sports performance as well as sustainability.
Our Food & Nutrition section has become one of our most
highly-read, and interactive departments both in print and online,
and who doesn’t want a little extra flavour, inspiration and great
food in their life?
Every issue, IMPACT presents ways to incorporate a wholefoods, plant-based diet in a positive, educational and delicious
format - with the utmost integrity. We believe that the science
speaks for itself and is hard to ignore. The top experts in their
fields are among our nutrition contributors, and our vegan
foodies are the best!
Athletes who have switched to a plant-based diet have
experienced improved results in training, competition and
recovery, and a plant-based diet has been linked to lower risk
of obesity and chronic disease.
We are passionate about food and we’re serious about our
readers’ health. And we have great recipes.
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In Every Issue of IMPACT
COVER FEATURES

GEAR & APPAREL

Read inspirational stories on elite athletes from Olympic ice
skater Tessa Virtue to athlete and adventure photographer
Paul Zizka. What motivates them and what can they teach us?

The latest, most stylish gear around. Running and trail shoe
reviews, gym fashion, yoga wear, outerwear and running
apparel to make you look and feel great.

RUNNING

ATHLETES WITH IMPACT

Our readers love to run and every issue includes stories on both
road and trail running, ranging from technical running tips to
training plans. Advice from top experts, trainers and coaches.

These inspiring athletes have faced significant physical or
mental challenges and come out stronger than ever.

FITNESS

TRAVEL

From the benefits of weight training and boxing, to advice on spin
classes and bootcamps, we’ve got your fitness needs covered.

The best places to visit for an active vacation. From exotic
to local, our travel stories will inspire you to step into a
new adventure.

WORKOUTS

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Every issue you can rely on workouts from Canada’s top
trainers and instructors with step-by-step instructions to
deliver real fitness results.

Top experts from around the world share advice on how to
maintain your mental and physical health and maximize your
wellness. Based on the latest studies and news from the
world of sports.

PLANT-BASED NUTRITION
Expert advice from top plant-based nutritionists on healthy
eating habits, supplements, and foods to support your
athletic performance.

RECIPES

Have an Editorial Suggestion?

Delicious plant-based recipes from top chefs and food bloggers
around the world. Food even non-vegans will love.

Contact Editor at 403.228.0605
or editor@impactmagazine.ca.

SPORTS MEDICINE
Cutting edge news from the world of sports medicine.
Top doctors share their knowledge on new therapies and
strategies for injury prevention and treatment.

2021 Media Kit
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OUTDOOR

RUNNING

I N S P I R AT I O N

2021 Editorial Calendar

• Canada’s Top Fitness Instructors & Awards
• Inspirational workouts for the new year
• Warm winter comfort foods
Plus: Outdoor adventures, At-home gyms, Winter
running gear

• Top Canadian runners heading to the Olympics
• How virtual events are changing the industry
• Training plans to run your best race
• RACE SOURCE GUIDE 2021 event calendar
Plus: Gear & gadgets to help you cross the finish line

• Top Canadian trail runs
Y
• Backpacking
adventures
SAR
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• Outside workouts
Plus: First Aid
for outdoor adventures;
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JULY/AUGUST 2021

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2021

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2021

• Meet Canada’s 2021 Summer Olympic athletes
• Paddle sports to try now
• Summer BBQ and backyard adventures
Plus: The best gear for your sport

• IMPACT Magazine celebrates 30 years of
publishing in this special edition
Plus: The 2021 Fitness & Sports Industry Business
Resilience Awards

• Workouts for winter sports
• Fitness trends for 2021
Plus: Top snow sport destinations; fat biking for fun
and fitness
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M AY/J U N E

MAR /APR

JAN/FEB

2021 Advertising Features

FITNESS STUDIO & HEALTH CLUB GUIDE

RACE SOURCE GUIDE

TOP DOCTORS & MEDICAL CHAMPIONS

Share the amazing features of your facility with
our health conscious readers. Then invite them to
continue their fitness journey with you through our
club pass program!

Canada’s original and most comprehensive list of
races in 2021 from large to small including running,
triathlon, adventure, duathlon, obstacle course,
cycling and fitness events.

Shine a spotlight on your medical practice and
Y
introduce
your
facility and all it offers to our
SAR
IV E R N
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E D IT
health-conscious readers.
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ANNUAL BUSINESS PROFILES

30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE & 12 DAYS OF FITNESS

Celebrate your company’s success story
and highlight the outstanding services and
programs that will appeal to our health and
fitness demographic.

IMPACT Magazine celebrates 30 years of publishing
in this special edition and the 2021 Fitness & Sports
Industry Business Resilience Awards.

Show off your best health and fitness products for
the holidays along with our biggest contest of the
year!and give readers some holiday shopping ideas.
Also, don’t miss this chance to promote your active
winter getaway destination.
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Advertising

ADVERTISE IN
Choose: Calgary or Vancouver

Rates
Advertising rates for IMPACT Magazine are based on distribution
and ad frequency. All print advertising is automatically
included in the digital edition at no additional cost.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
• Rates are for printed advertising space on a per-issue basis.
• VISA, MasterCard and e-Transfer accepted; GST additional.
• All advertising must be prepaid by creative due date unless
advertiser or agency has established previous credit prior to
printing.
• Credit terms are net 30 days from date of invoice.
Past due accounts will forfeit frequency discounts and
are subject to an additional service charge of 2% per month
(24% per annum).
• No cancellations accepted after creative due date.
• 15% discount available for non-profit organizations.

ADVERTISE IN

1 CITY

2 CITIES

Both: Calgary and Vancouver

NUMBER OF ISSUES

1X

3X

6X

1X

3X

6X

Full Page

3,225

2,875

2,525

5,975

5,325

4,675

1/2 Page

2,500

2,250

1,950

4,625

4,125

3,575

1/3 Page

1,750

1,525

1,275

3,255

2,750

2,350

Community Ad (1/4 Page)

625

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PREMIUM POSITIONS

1X

3X

6X

1X

3X

6X

Outside Back Cover

4,075

3,675

3,225

6,775

6,425

6,000

Inside Front or Back Cover

3,575

3,225

2,875

6,425

5,975

5,325

Double Page Spread

6,150

5,475

4,800

11,350

10,000

8,875

Reach Per Issue

84,000 Readers

168,000 Readers

MECHANICAL CONDITIONS
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DIGITAL EDITION ONLY

1,500 full page ad per issue

INSPIRING DIGITAL
WORKOUTS
A-6200B
*Promo code must be redeemed by December 31, 2020, one per user. Coupon entitles the customer to 90 days free access to the 20 Minute Bodyweight
Challenge Express Workout. Photography © Merrithew Corporation *Trademark or registered trademark of Merrithew Corporation, used under license.

• Advertising must be supplied by client to IMPACT Magazine
specifications (see next page).
• Rates for professional advertising design are available
upon request.
• Position of advertising is at the discretion of IMPACT
Magazine, except when guaranteed by contract. The Publisher
reserves the right to refuse any advertisement deemed
objectionable or inappropriate.
• Advertisers assume liability for contents of all
advertisements printed.
• Custom campaign options include: bind-ins, sampling,
tip-ons, blow-ins, special sections and more.

Introducing Merrithew Connect™.
Created by Merrithew™ Instructor Trainers for fitness professionals
and enthusiasts, Merrithew Connect will help you build strength,
increase mobility and stability and manage stress.
No subscription required, stream on multiple devices.

100%
PL ANT-BASE D
G l u te n , S oy, N u t a n d G M O Fre e
C ra f te d Fro m R e a l W h o l e Fo o d s

Get FREE access to the 20 Minute Bodyweight Challenge
Express Workout on MERRITHEWCONNECT.COM
USE PROMO CODE*: IMPACT

www.themodernmeat.com
VAN COUVER | BC
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Added Value
Make an IMPACT with your products
With each print insertion in IMPACT Magazine, you can
choose to showcase your product for free in one of our
‘IMPACT Picks’ gear features. These features are included both
the print and digital editions as well as on impactmagazine.ca
and drive readers to your product while enhancing the visibility
of your brand.

IMPACT PICKS

Our Favourite
Summer Picks

ROUGE

Fitness, food & apparel for a healthy lifestyle

W

THE ROUGE ESSENTIAL
RED LIGHT THERAPY

Many professional athletes, coaches
and therapists have sworn by the power
of red light therapy as a valuable tool
aiding in the recovery from injuries and
chronic pain. We decided to put The Rouge
Essential – Red Light Therapy technology
to the test. This product is suitable for
at-home use (we were able to easily
hang from a door with the attachment
provided). We started with 2-minute
daily sessions, 3x per week and increased
each week. The red light waves provide
a pleasant warmth to the area which
indicates deep muscle recovery and is
free of side effects. The verdict is still
out but we love it so far.

e had the opportunity to test out some cool new products over the summer months.
After careful evaluation here are our greatest hits!

MAISON JACYNTHE

VEGAN SKINCARE

We tried out a few of the waste-free, completely natural skincare products
from Maison Jacynthe, a 100% vegan and cruelty-free line based in Quebec.
The star product, in our opinion, is the Exfopur - an exfoliator made of white clay,
volcanic rock, and a variety of leafy extracts and peppermint. The peppermint
and balsam fir extracts make this product smell heavenly and leave the
skin with a pleasant tingle. The white clay helps with circulation
so don’t be alarmed if your skin is red directly
after use. This product leaves skin feeling
thoroughly clean, tight, and bright.
Any company committed to waste-free
packaging, plant-based products, and no
animal testing gets kudos from us.
$38 | WWW.MAISONJACYNTHE.CA

M O D E R N M E AT

PLANT-BASED BURGERS,
CRAB CAKES & SAUCES

Modern Meat is our new favourite
plant-based meat replacement line.
This Vancouver, B.C. company creates
soy, gluten, and GMO-free products
from whole foods. Their ingredient
lists are shockingly clean, especially
compared to others on the market.
You’ll only find real food here; onion,
garlic, cauliflower, and mushrooms
are the base of their delicious burgers.
All of their products are excellent,
but our favourites are the Modern
‘Crab’ Cake, almost indistinguishable
from the real thing, and the Tarragon
Remoulaude. Their products are high
in protein (14 g in each burger) with
no artificial preservatives, chemicals,
or fillers. The prices are right starting
from $6.50 for their sauces to $12.50
for a package of four burgers.

AC T I V E V E G E TA R I A N

PLANT POWERED ATHLETE
COOKBOOK

Plant Powered Athlete is the latest plantbased cookbook from Vancouver-based
health coaches Zuzana Fajkusova and
Nikki Lefler. With more than 80 recipes
designed to attain the next level of vitality
in your body, you can master everything
from nut mylks to smoothie bowls to
nori rolls. The photography is beautiful
and the recipes are mouth-watering,
and we love the "Core Principles" section
towards the front of the book, which offers
specific nutrition guidance and a detailed
breakdown of the health properties in
different whole foods. We definitely give
this book our seal of approval.
$33 | WWW.ACTIVEVEGETARIAN.COM

$933 | WWW.ROUGE.CARE

VOORMI

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE MERINO TECH TEE

This is a great shirt for both daily activities and sweat-worthy sessions.
It’s lightweight, has great moisture-wicking properties and also provides
UV protection. Promoted as odour-resistant, we can say
first-hand that it keeps you smelling fresh despite a sweaty
hike or climb. It’s super comfortable and features Voormi’s
lightest and most air permeable DUAL SURFACE™
precision blended wool and a relaxed fit.
$70 | WWW.VOORMI.COM

$6.50-12.50 | WWW.THEMODERNMEAT.COM

16
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Summer 2020

YOGA DE SIG N L AB

INFINITY MAT

Take your yoga practice to the next
level with Yoga Design Lab's Infinity
Mat. What sets this mat apart is its grip;
natural tree rubber provides a completely
slip-free yoga experience. From power
vinyasa to Yin and restorative practices,
you will feel completely stable and
comfortable on this well-cushioned,
soft-textured mat. It’s easy to clean –
gently wipe down with a damp cloth
– and the design options are cute to
boot, with three colours to choose from.
We especially recommend this mat for
an at-home practice, as due to its extra
cushioning it’s a little heavier than your
average mat (though not unbearably so).
$118 | WWW.YOGADESIGNLAB.COM

IMPACT Magazine

IMPACT Magazine

Summer 2020 17
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Print Specifications
General Guidelines
FILE PREPARATION
• Place crop and printer marks outside the bleed area.
• Avoid using 4 colour black for body text.
• Ads requiring changes must be sent as packaged InDesign
files with all fonts/images included.
• All special photography, scanning, cropping, retouching,
illustrations, typesetting and design will incur
production charges.
• Final proofing is the responsibility of the advertiser.

ACCEPTED FILE FORMATS
• Adobe .PDF (X1-A preferred) with bleed and trim marks.
• Raster/Photoshop TIFF or EPS with embedded fonts.
• Vector/Illustrator .EPS or .AI with text turned to outlines.

Full Page
Trim: 8.125” x 10.75”
Bleed: 8.625” x 11.25”
Live Area: 7.125” x 9.75”
Do not place type within
0.25” of the trim

Double Page Spread
Trim: 16.25” x 10.75”
Bleed: 16.75” x 11.25”
Live Area: 15.75” x 10.25”

FILE SUBMISSION
Files should be submitted at 300 DPI and in CMYK colour.
Pantone colours are not accepted and may cause issues during
conversion if used with transparency.
• Files under 10mb: Email directly to
design@impactmagazine.ca.
• Files over 10mb: Upload and send using WeTransfer/
Dropbox to design@impactmagazine.ca.

QUESTIONS?
Contact Kelly Findley, Art Director at
403.228.0605 or design@impactmagazine.ca.
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Horizontal
1/2 Page
Trim: 7.125” x 4.75”
Bleed: N/A
Live Area: N/A

Vertical
1/2 Page
Trim: 3.5” x 9.75”
Bleed: N/A
Live Area: N/A

Vertical
1/3 Page
Trim: 2.25” x 9.75”
Bleed: N/A
Live Area: N/A

Square
1/3 Page
Trim: 4.75” x 4.75”
Bleed: N/A
Live Area: N/A

Community
1/4 Page
Trim: 3.4375” x 4.5”
Bleed: N/A
Live Area: N/A
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Online Advertising

Leaderboard Ad

Expand Your IMPACT Online
impactmagazine.ca offers engaging content including news,
editorial features, workouts, delicious recipes and running,
cycling and swim training plans.

Box Ad

LEADERBOARD & BOX BANNER ADS

STATISTICS (MONTHLY AVERAGE 2020)

Our site offers responsive sizing and a shared ad pool that
only rotates with the initial page load.

USERS

PAGEVIEWS

9,100

29,700

SESSIONS

PAGE VISITS

11,400

2.6

STORY SPONSORSHIP
Individual IMPACT Magazine stories can also be sponsored
with banner ads and video at the bottom of the article to
promote your brand.

A

ADVERTISING TYPE

RATE

Leaderboard Ad

800/month

DEVICE TRAFFIC

53% desktop; 47% mobile
DATA SOURCE: Google Analytics January 2021.

728 x 90 pixels (responsive to 320 x 50 pixels for mobile)
B

Box Ad

800/month
300 x 250 pixels

C

Story Sponsorship

750

600 x 200 pixel banner + embedded video

PAC K AG E IT U P !
Let us customize your campaign with print, digital, newsletter and social!

2021 Media Kit
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PRINT

Sponsored Content

Stay Connected –
in Nature & Beyond
In a Ranger, you never have to be out
of touch, even if you’re deep in the
backwoods. With available SYNC®3†,
you can listen to music, access the
navigation system and control your smart
phone. In addition, every Ranger offers
an embedded modem enabling a 4G LTE
connection that can connect up to 10
devices when you have additional data.‡

Share your story with IMPACT readers through a sponsored
content page in print, digital or on impactmagazine.ca.

GET YOUR
SUMMER ON!

HOW IT WORKS
You can either write the story yourself or IMPACT can provide
editorial services to help you craft a professional final product.
Once written, our creative team will incorporate the article into
an inspiring format that engages readers.

I

t’s summertime and living on the
edge is easy… with a Ranger to get
you there.
It won’t be simple getting your kayak
to a remote, pristine river with plunging
drops and class three rapids. But it’s

Front country camping might be out
of your comfort zone so let the Ranger
take you deep into the woods for a
more authentic experience of natural
solitude and peace. The uncharted
track over rocks, through sand and

Print edition sponsored content pieces can be up to 325 words
with 1-2 photos and your logo.

flood season and the river is waiting –
if you can just make it down an untamed
road to the river’s edge. That won’t
be a problem if you drive a Ranger.
The electronic shift-on-the-fly (ESOF)
system lets you choose between
four-wheel-drive high and low modes
to get over logs, around boulders and
through impossible potholes.

sticky mud might keep you from an
amazing experience but not in your
Ranger. Its Terrain Management System
calibrates engine responsiveness,
transmission gearing and vehicle control
systems to provide optimum traction.
Whether you’re bringing a mountain
bike, hiking pack, climbing gear or
white-water kayak, the Ranger has the

You can see the peak you want to
summit, a granite finger against the sky,
but can you get close enough to climb
it without a tedious, day-long approach
hike? With the Ranger’s exposed steel
front bash plate and heavy-duty skid
plate, that’s not an issue. Even rugged
and rocky backroads with horrendous
washboard won’t keep you from getting

capacity to equip all your adventures.
And in the city, you’ll enjoy a smooth
ride, functional styling and envious looks.
It’s an easy drive to the edge of
adventure in the new Ford Ranger.
With features to handle the challenging
landscapes and unparalleled day-to-day
comfort, the Ranger will take you beyond
your wildest adventures.

to the bottom of the mountain and
bagging another peak.

Get ready to explore an uncharted
world of adventure in the 2019 Ranger.

Sponsored content pieces on IMPACT’s website can also
incorporate video, as well as additional photos, logos and
graphics. And, there is no restriction on word count for
your story online!

ONLINE

With an active FordPass™ Connect*
subscription, you can use FordPass app^ to:
• Remotely start your vehicle
• Lock/unlock your vehicle remotely
• Check your approximate odometer
reading, fuel level & distance to empty
• Locate your parked vehicle

VEHICLE MAY BE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL FEATURES.
† Optional feature; availability varies by model. Features/
functionality vary by vehicle/model. Don’t drive while distracted.
Use voice-operated systems when possible; don’t use handheld
devices while driving. Some features may be locked out while the
vehicle is in gear. Not all features are compatible with all phones.
Message and data rates may apply. Optional Navigation system map
updates cannot be received via wi-fi and require a separate update.
‡ Additional data plan required. See dealer for details. Hotspot can
connect up to 10 Wi-Fi-capable devices, using data from the
additional data plan. Once a device connects, it can automatically
reconnect and use data from this additional data plan unless hotspot
is removed from returning device settings or hotspot password
is changed. Performance varies based on number of devices
connected and other factors.
* FordPass Connect, an optional feature on select vehicles,
is required for certain remote features and requires the FordPass App
and Ford Connect Service (see App Terms for details). Service for
2019 model year vehicles includes a 2-year trial for remote features.
Excludes Wi-Fi hotspot and starts with original vehicle sales date
(after which, fees may apply). Connected service and related feature
functionality is subject to compatible AT&T network availability.
Evolving technology/cellular networks may affect functionality and
availability, or continued provision of some features, prohibiting them
from functioning. Certain restrictions, 3rd-party terms or message/
data rates may apply.
^ FordPass, compatible with select smartphone platforms,
is available to download. Message and data rates may apply.
©2019 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.

Sponsored Content

EMAIL

Your sponsored content article will also appear once in
IMPACT Magazine’s weekly e-newsletter.

PRINT RATES
Cost of full page print ad (see page 10)
ONLINE RATES
Supplied Content

1,500

Your text, images and/or video
IMPACT Produced

3,000

Custom written text + your images and/or video

2021 Media Kit
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E -NEWSLETTER

Social Media & E-Newsletters
Top-Of-Mind Presence
SOCIAL MEDIA

WEEKLY E-NEWSLETTER

Join IMPACT’s health and fitness community on social media
and boost your content to our followers on Facebook.

13,000+ subscribers (20% open rate)
Sent out every Friday, the IMPACT E-Newsletter averages a
20% open rate and is a trusted resource for news, editorial
features, product reviews and amazing contest opportunities.

@IMPACTMAGCANADA

23,000+
/IMPACTMAG

RATES

8,500+

B E-Newsletter Banner

200/each

600 x 200 pixels

@IMPACTMAG

Dedicated Email

5,500+

500/each

Note: Dedicated emails are available to print advertisers only

B

RATES
A Boosted Facebook Post

100 + Boost Budget

Your text, images and/or video
Online Contest

500 + Prize

Note: Custom designed contest packages are available
to print advertisers only

A

DATA SOURCE: MailChimp and social media platforms, December 2020.
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Custom Publishing
30 Years of Publishing Expertise
Producing custom publications in-house can be a very
time-consuming process for events and consumer brands.
From concept to content, editing, photography, design,
print and delivery, IMPACT Productions Inc. does it all… for less.

Table of
Contents

Cover Photo: Blake Jorgenson

4

Crossing Over
Cross-country for summer
sport training

6

A Super Experience
XC Supercamp at SilverStar
Mountain Resort

8

Partner with IMPACT and our creative management team
will work with you to strategically construct a high quality
publication, designed to educate your clients and consumers
and meet your communication needs.

Why SilverStar Mountain Resort
is Canada's nordic destination

10 Top Picks
The SilverStar XC Ski Crew's
Favourite Gear for 2017/18

WeLcome!
SEVERAL years ago, I wasn’t exactly
a fan of cross-country skiing. I did it
grudgingly, to offset the training for
my other sports. But along the way
something magical happened: the more
I improved, the more I started to like it.
Today, I get excited about hitting the trails
and cross-country skiing has become
my primary winter sport.

Your publication can be produced as a stand-alone piece
and/or can be inserted into 30,000 – 60,000 editions of
IMPACT Magazine. Overruns can also be provided for
your own usage and distribution.

This special feature is meant to do the
same thing for you! It provides the tools,
the knowledge, and the inspiration to whet
your appetite for cross-country skiing.

Crossing over

CUSTOM, QUALITY PUBLICATIONS, IDEAL FOR…
•
•
•
•

Marketing and sales tools
Consumer events and trade shows
Showcasing your company
Communication and fulfillment needs

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
Elaine Kupser, Publisher
elaine@impactmagazine.ca
403.228.0605 ext 11

Nordic Wonderland

A TERRIFYING and icy winter bike ride after
moving to the B.C. interior made Olympian
Catharine Pendrel realize outdoor cycling
wasn’t going to happen in the off season
at her new home.

Winterwithin.ca

“I needed to discover a new sport to help
me train consistently through the winter,”
said Pendrel, bronze medallist in crosscountry mountain bike racing at the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Janiero.
Pendrel decided to take up skate skiing,
a demanding type of cross-country
skiing where the skier ‘skates’ with
skis extending outward in a v-shape.
It helps build endurance and strength,
perfect for a bike racer.
“My first time on skate skis I almost burst
into tears,” she recalled. “I realized I had
just spent all my money on something
I had no idea how to actually do!”
However, as a champion racer, Pendrel was
not about to give up. She persevered and
after a few weeks had gained enough
skill and endurance to do a full aerobic
skate ski workout of three to four hours.
Today, skate skiing is a solid part of her
winter training regime.

I encourage you to take lessons and
surround yourself with others who love the
sport or have the same interest in developing
their
Cross-country
“For
meskills.
the best
part about skiing
skiing isis as much
about
community
as it is about
that
I getato
be in the sunshine,”
sheglide,
said.
so invest
the time
andinyou’ll
experience
“Doing
a different
sport
the winter
some
magic
yourself.
helps
keep
me for
mentally
fresh all season

Whether you’re a complete beginner or
a seasoned expert, I highly recommend
SilverStar Mountain Resort’s XC Supercamp
program. It’s a phenomenal way to help
you kick off a great season of skiing.

11 R-Skin Skis…
The Revolution
Say goodbye to wax!

12 Customized Performance
Meets Ease-of-Use
Introducing the Turnamic®,
a comprehensive ski-bootbinding system

12 A Balancing Act
How to improve your alignment

Today, I’m such a fan of cross-country
skiing that I live and work on the mountain
and, I’m responsible for making sure our
trails are in world-class shape every day.
I hope to welcome you to Canada's largest
daily groomed trail system this season.

14 Ready, Set, SKI!
Training tips for skiers of any level

Enjoy the glide!

Proudly produced by:
Shane Landreville
Nordic and Bike Programs Manager
SilverStar Mountain Resort

and excited about the weather change.
To progress as an athlete, you need to
change the type of training load your
body must adapt to.”
Photo: Jillian Landreville

When Pendrel first started skiing she
made the mistake of trying to translate
bike volume into ski volume.

SkiSilverStar.com – 3

“Trying to hit long hours meant I was just
practicing bad technique and was exhausted
at the end,” she explained. “Instead I
started doing split workouts with shorter
ski workouts followed by a run, trainer ride,
snowshoe or fat bike ride.”
Pendrel says if you’re just starting out,
ski lessons and programs like SilverStar
Mountain Resort’s XC Supercamps are
a great way to pick up some good skills
and techniques. And, adding 15 minutes
of drills to warm up at the start of each
session is really helpful.
“Skiing has made a huge difference in my
training and I hope it does for yours too,”
Pendrel said.

Catharine Pendrel
(left) won a bronze
medal for Canada
in cross-country
mountain bike
racing at the 2016
Summer Olympics
in Rio de Janiero.

For me, the best part
about skiing is that
I get to be in the sunshine.
– Catharine Pendrel

4 – SkiSilverStar.com
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